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CEO MESSAGE
From The Day We Entered the Real Estate and Technologies Business In
1995, We Has Succeeded by Placing Our Clients’ Needs First. Their Success
Has Been Our Success, And Our Commitment to Their Needs, Now and In
the Future, Spans All Levels of Our Organization.
We Maintain Ownership and Management of The Projects and Products
We Construct and Acquire, Because We Consider Real Estate and
Technologies to Be a Long-Term Investment in The Communities We Serve.
Every Professional with as Is Thoroughly Trained and Committed to
Excellence. We Aren’t Just Committed to Excellence.
We Practice It Every Day and Work Hard to Ensure That Your Experience Is
a Pleasant and Rewarding One. I Invite You to Learn More About Our
Company, Our Projects, And Our Business Philosophy Throughout Our
Website www.plusnft.io
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INTRODUCTION
Create unprecedented investment solutions conform with Islamic Investment
principle, and benefit from the modern means supported by creative practices
derived from the deeply rooted experience and knowledge accumulation by putting
the same in investment standard models in the field of the real estate, promotion,
media, engineering and tourism fields, in addition to invest the current modern
potentials and the culture concepts in order to globalize the mission in a way to
achieve satisfaction for the targeted categories on the levels of the investors and
beneficiaries, and to add value to the economy of the hosting countries.
An NFT is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a blockchain, which can be
sold and traded. The NFT can be associated with a particular digital or physical asset
(such as a file or a physical object) and a license to use the asset for a specified
purpose. An NFT (and the associated license to use, copy or display the underlying
asset) can be traded and sold on digital markets.
The unique identity and ownership of an NFT is verifiable via the blockchain ledger.
Ownership of the NFT is often associated with a license to use the underlying digital
asset, but generally does not confer copyright to the buyer, some agreements only
grant a license for personal, non-commercial use, while other licenses also allow
commercial use of the underlying digital asset.

WHAT IS AN NFT?
To understand NFTs, it is important to first understand cryptocurrencies. Think of
cryptocurrencies as digital versions of cash controlled by a private cryptographic
key— a unique, random string of numbers. In the same way that physical cash exists
in a defined physical form and ownership is determined by holding paper bills,
ownership of cryptocurrency is determined by holding a private key and using the
private key to make transfers.
Cryptocurrencies are issued and exist on a public database maintained by what is
commonly referred to as a blockchain. The database is distributed across computers
that are running blockchain software. No single entity owns or controls the
database, and anyone can access the database, prove ownership, and transfer
cryptocurrency via the private keys associated with their crypto wallet. Like
cryptocurrencies, NFTs are issued on a blockchain, and are used to designate
ownership of a certain asset. Each NFT is tied to some unique data, typically a digital
content file of some kind (or reference thereto) and governed by a “smart
contract.”* The process of converting a media file into a non-fungible token is
referred to as “minting” an NFT, and, just like cryptocurrency, the NFT is written to
the applicable blockchain database. Unlike cryptocurrency, NFTs are not fungible,
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meaning each NFT is unique and not interchangeable with another NFT. In other
words, while one bitcoin is equivalent to another bitcoin, no two NFTs are the same.
And, just as with bitcoins, the ownership record of NFTs is recorded on a blockchain
database. Because NFTs are new, there is limited information on how existing laws
and regulations apply to NFTs. Despite these uncertainties, NFTs are an interesting
medium for creators. For the first time, content on the internet in the form of an
NFT can be definitively owned by a specific person independent of a centralized
intermediary, and this is unlocking exciting opportunities for digital commerce and
engagement.

THE CHALLENGE
For architecture, interior, and furniture:
All engineering consultancy offices in the world presented engineering
designs under the title (Concept) to potential clients, and the success rate to
achieve a deal for the consulting office, and success rate was very low
Consequently, the content work process has become a waste of time, money,
effort, and ideas for engineering offices in vain.

SOLUTION
For architecture, interior, and furniture:
We will create the first NFT Architect platform that runs on the Binance Smart
Chain. This platform will allow architects, university students, graduates, and
developers to participate by uploading an image and description of the
concept project, After that, the sale process takes place either by direct
purchase or by bidding.
When purchasing through the platform, the buyer will receive the PNFT
Token for the full purchase price.
For example, “The Concept price is 2,000$ if the Token Price 0.10$ the buyer
Can pay 20000 PNFT Token for The Concept “.

THE IDEA OF PLUS NFT
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To create an added value for these designs (CONCEPT) and convert them to NFT
Valuable moral property.
It was presented to the public either for sale or for auction, and thus the Concept of
Plus NFT achieved its goal with the word Plus, which means that there is no loss after
today for the consultant because the next one is a profit for him and not a loss
because the cost of the idea has already been completed and has not been
exploited.

THE STRENGTH OF PLUS NFT
1-

EXCLUSIVE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPER CLIENT
AWR is a company established in 1995 in Lebanon under the name
“MAK”. AWR acquisition “MAK”. Our goal is to spread the AWR name in
the world. the company corporate under slogan “Complete not
Compete”.
In 2003 the founder of AWR was established New Company and it
carried out 11 projects, the first of them was in Sheikh Zayed road In
Dubai, which is a land leased from one of the sheikhs and the tallest
hotel in the world was designed and developed under the name of Al
Rose Raihan Tower, It entered the Guinness Book Records as the
tallest building in the world with a height of 333 meters, seventy-two
floors, on a plot of 929 meters in Sheikh Zayed Road, and the project
was completed.
AWR RoadMap :
https://ms-world.ltd/road-map/
AWR Visits and VIP Delegation:
https://ms-world.ltd/album/

2-

PARTENERSHIP WITH BIGGEST REAL ESTATE
MARKETING NETWORK WORLDWIDE
CLLUBB is the biggest Platform for Real Estate Brokerage Worldwide
with More Than 4 Million Agency and more than 20 Million Agents,
CLLUBB Will be the Exclusive Partner For Marketing all The Projects In
PNFT
CLLUBB Members:
https://property.cllubb.com/club/members/

3-

OWNING HUGE DATABASE WITH MORE THAN 5.5 BILLION
EMAILS
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PNFT have a huge database with more than 5.5 billion Emails From all
around the world
Data Link:
https://property.cllubb.com/homes/dashboard/brlab/
4-

PARTENERSHIP WITH METAVERSE REAL ESTATE GAMING
WORLD
Republic World Is A VR Metaverse game to create a new idea of real
estate properties by uploading a prototype of the project and let the
people invest in the real world through the game
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WHY 1,000 TRILLION TOTAL
SUPPLY
1- TARGETING THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY GLOBAL MARKET

ITEM

YEAR

Global Properties Sales
Global Properties Rental
Global Construction Contracts
Global Construction Materials Trading
Global Furniture Trading
Global Architecture Contracts

TOTAL
TOTAL GLOBAL REAL ESTATE ASSET

2020
2021
2020
2020
2020
2020

AMOUNT $
10,500,000,000,000
1,765,000,000,000
10,700,000,000,000
946,000,000,000
509,000,000,000
333,000,000,000
24,753,000,000,000
326,000,000,000,000

2- TARGETING TO MAKE PNFT THE EXCECLUSIVE TOKEN FOR REAL
ESTATE ARCHITUCTURE.
3- Buy Concept
4- Sell Concept

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Scarcity: It means that the number of real estates is limited. As a result, if there is
strong demand in an area, the value of real estate will increase, and the owner of a
property in a very desirable area will have an almost monopoly advantage.
Modification: The modifications that occur in the property can change its value
either positively or negatively. Stability: It means that investing in real estate is a
long-term investment, this is a priority because of the natural characteristics that
include stability and indestructibility. And because the land is fixed, the investment
in property becomes fixed as well. The real estate investment is almost fixed, so it
is not possible to move the property from one place to another. Location: The most
important economic characteristic of the real estate industries, the prospective
buyers of the property will give great importance to its location and preference for
specific areas that meet the buyer's need affects the amount he is willing to pay.
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PROPERTIES OF THE REAL
ESTATE MARKET
Supply, Demand and Price: Price increases when demand increases and supply
decreases, price decreases when demand decreases, and supply increases and price
stabilize when supply meets demand. The local market: Because of the property of
immovability and stability, the real estate market is very local and defined by
geographical boundaries, and markets may differ between cities or even between
different neighborhoods of the same city and because of this each local market must
be viewed separately. Type of real estate: There may be different types of real
estate in one area, and the difference is either in the type, type of license, type of
activity, or the average price of the real estate. Change in the real estate market:
Due to the impossibility of transferring the property and the uniqueness of real
estate and because the process of construction or modification in the properties of
real estate takes a long period of time, the change in the real estate industry market
is slow

WHAT IS PLUS NFT (PNFT)?
It’s a Cryptocurrency Token Working Under BINANCE Smart Chain, PNFT is the first
cryptocurrency dedicated to the real estate industry in the world of buying, selling,
and renting real estate, building contracting, building materials trading, engineering
consultancy, furniture trading and interior decoration.
Stories about non-fungible tokens (NFTs) including unique digital artworks,
Architectures, Interiors, furniture and other Real Estate Properties bought and sold
using the blockchain technology.
Plus, NFT creates opportunities, especially for architects and offices that could sell
digital Concepts of their designs and raise money to build them in the future.
The goal of creating this Cryptocurrency is to support the NFT platform for
architects by buy and sell inside the site and obtaining the currency as a fixed value
for the property, which can be obtained twice its price when the currency is launched
on the sale platforms.
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TECHNOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS
DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE BLOCKCHAIN
Selecting the appropriate blockchain requires evaluating tradeoffs across multiple
dimensions including throughput, transaction cost, existing ecosystem of
applications, and degree of decentralization. Additionally, while a business may start
creating NFTs on one blockchain, there are likely to be many other blockchains that
support NFTs in the future and they may want to create NFTs on multiple
blockchains. The ideal infrastructure partner would support multiple blockchains
and enable interoperability of assets between blockchains.

BINANCE
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network built for running smart contractbased applications. BSC runs in parallel with Binance’s native BINANCE Chain (BC),
which allows users to get the best of both worlds: the high transaction capacity of
BC and the smart contract functionality of BSC.

BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or
impossible to change, hack, or cheat the system. Each block in the chain contains
several transactions, and every time a new transaction occurs on the blockchain, a
record of that transaction is added to every participant's ledger Blockchain
Transaction Diagram A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that
is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer systems on the
blockchain. Each block in the chain contains several transactions, and every time a
new transaction occurs on the blockchain, a record of that transaction is added to
every participant’s ledger. The decentralized database managed by multiple
participants is known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Blockchain is a type
of DLT in which transactions are recorded with an immutable cryptographic
signature called a hash. Blockchain Transaction Diagram

MYSQL
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MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS) Its
name is a combination of "My", the name of co-founder Michael Widenius's
daughter, and "SQL", the abbreviation for Structured Query Language. A relational
database organizes data into one or more data tables in which data types may be
related to each other; these relations help structure the data. SQL is a language
programmers use to create, modify, and extract data from the relational database,
as well as control user access to the database. In addition to relational databases
and SQL, an RDBMS like MySQL works with an operating system to implement a
relational database in a computer's storage system, manages users, allows for
network access, and facilitates testing database integrity and creation of backups.

PHP
PHP is a general-purpose scripting language geared towards web development. It
was originally created by Danish-Canadian programmer Rasmus Lerdorf in 1994. The
PHP reference implementation is now produced by The PHP Group. PHP originally
stood for Personal Home Page, but it now stands for the recursive initialism PHP:
Hypertext Preprocessor.
PHP code is usually processed on a web server by a PHP interpreter implemented as
a module, a daemon or as a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) executable. On a web
server, the result of the interpreted and executed PHP code – which may be any type
of data, such as generated HTML or binary image data – would form the whole or
part of an HTTP response. Various web template systems, web content
management systems, and web frameworks exist which can be employed to
orchestrate or facilitate the generation of that response. Additionally, PHP can be
used for many programming tasks outside the web context, such as standalone
graphical applications and robotic drone control. PHP code can also be directly
executed from the command line.

CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLET
A cryptocurrency wallet is a device, physical medium, program, or a service which
stores the public and/or private keys for cryptocurrency transactions. In addition to
this basic function of storing the keys, a cryptocurrency wallet more often also
offers the functionality of encrypting and/or signing information. Signing can for
example result in executing a smart contract, a cryptocurrency transaction
identification or legally signing a 'document'
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ROAD MAP
Period

Description

Q3 2022

-

Idea Creation
Feasibility study

Q4 2022

-

Creation Of PNFT Token
White Paper
Road Map
Airdrop
Private Sale

Q1 2023

-

PNFT Token Website
Pre ICO
Recruiting Team
Launch of website and social media channels
Inviting The Architects and freelancers to
Upload Their Concept

Q2 2023

-

Social Media Marketing campaigns
ICO Stage 1
NFT Platform Launching
Bulk Messages
Inviting The Developers and Agents to
Upload Their Properties

Q3 2023

-

PNFT Platform Development
ICO Stage 2
Live Support in The Platform 24/7

Q4 2023

-

End of ICO
Start Preparing to launch on the CMC

Q1 2024

-

PNFT Officially Added to Trading Platform
Mobile App planning
Mobile app design
Developing the vision of the future
regarding virtual reality and augmented
reality

Q2 2024

-

PNFT Mobile Application iOS, Android
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ICO PHASE DISTRIBUTION
$0.0600
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$0.0500

$0.0400

$0.0300
$0.0300

$0.0200

$0.0100
$0.0100
$-

$-

$-

$-

$0.0001 $0.0005 $0.0010 $0.0020 $0.0050

$-

ICO STAGES
Stage

Price

Total Supply

ROUND 1

0.03

50.000.000.000

ROUND 2

0.05

95.000.000.000
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
ITEM

%

FOUNDERS (Locked)
LIQUIDITY
PRIVATE SALE
BONUS COMMUNITY
AIRDROPS PUBLIC
TEAM, AMBASSADOR, ADVISOR, INFLUENCERS

70.0%
10.0%
2.0%
8.0%
1.0%
2.5%

CHARITY

2.5%

REWARDS PROGRAM
ANGEL INVESTORS
EARLY BACKERS
VC VENTURE CAPITAL

1.5%
1.0%
1.0%
0.5%

TOTAL SUPPLY

100.0%
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TEAM

Ahmed Othman
CTO

AZZAM ALI
CFO

Mohammed Abdel
Wahab
Art Director

Saif A.
IT Developer

Esmeralda
Social Media

Zina ALEBYARE
IT Developer
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/plussnft

https://www.plusnft.io
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